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Abstract
With the development of Web 2.0, the online publication of Korean cartoons has increased
substantially. The webtoon is a new genre of publishing Korean comics (manhwa) online, and
is considered a unique case in the global cartoon market. The increase of Internet users and
digital cultural consumption has established conditions for fostering the platform for webtoons
and their production. In addition, the popularity of Korean dramas and K-pop has cultivated
the spread of webtoons in the countries receiving dramas and K-pop. This study discusses the
characteristics of Korean webtoons and their development using the concept of “glocal culture.”
The glocalization of Korean cultural contents is the combined result of local socio-cultural
characteristics of Korea, the hybridization of global and local features, and the transnational
consumption of the Korean cultural contents. Such glocalizing dynamics can be seen in the
process of the consumption and creation of new forms of pop culture in the countries receiving
Korean Wave products. The paper argues that webtoons should also be understood as an
exemplary glocalization of Korean culture, representing the social and cultural characteristics
of Korea, while also having an impact on foreign comics industries in the age of digitalization.
In addition, the glocalization process of Korean webtoons promotes cultural communications
establishing a global webtoon fandom.
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INTRODUCTION

At its advent, writers of the Korean Wave highlighted the uniqueness of Korean
culture and the impact of media developments such as YouTube on the success of
K-pop. Many of them considered it to be a transient and temporary event. However,
the Korean Wave has developed as a global pop culture shown in various new
media channels, such as online and mobile platforms. Korean dramas have been
exported to approximately 80 countries, and the number of views and downloads
of K-pop on YouTube was more than 50 billion in 2015 (Jang and Lee 6). In this
sense, the Korean Wave has promoted the familiarity and favorability of Korean
culture in the world.
As the Korean Wave becomes a global cultural trend in the pop culture industry
around the world, the regions receiving the Korean Wave have also started
communicating with it by producing many local cultural products similar to Korean
Wave contents. For example, K-pop-style idol groups such as ‘365’ have appeared
in Vietnam and become representative local idol groups. In this sense, the Korean
Wave has led a cultural circulation where consumers have become producers of
specific cultural products.
This paper defines these phenomena as “glocalizing dynamics” where a local
country recreates a new hybrid culture as a way of responding to a global influence
on local culture. The new hybrid culture has in turn been consumed transnationally
through cultural communications based on cultural similarities. Thus, these days,
popular culture industries in many countries react to hybridized global and local
contexts when they receive global cultural contents. In this way, the industries
promote transnational cultural consumption and exchange in the world. This paper
defines these hybrid cultures as “glocal culture” and, in doing so, mainly focuses on
cultural materials and contents related to pop culture. In this sense, Korean drama
and K-pop are examples of glocal culture.
This paper will first discuss the concept of glocal culture and suggest webtoons,
one of the rising Korean Wave contents, as an example of glocal culture. Like
K-pop, the characteristics of webtoons are the results of making a balance between
the hybridity of global factors and local characteristics. The development of digital
culture in Korea allowed hybridization and recreation of the global cartoons
into the form of webtoons, a new type of digital content. The system of Korean
webtoon production has also spread transnationally and has been rooted in the
comics industry in many foreign countries. Korean webtoons have spread to many
countries through the active participation of foreign webtoon fans who introduce
webtoons to their own countries and translate the contents into various languages.
The paper will describe the process of the glocalization of Korean webtoons in
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terms of cultural communications whereby Korean webtoon artists cooperate with
local webtoon artists sharing storytelling resources and techniques.

THE GLOCALIZING DYNAMICS OF THE KOREAN WAVE

1.

The Concept of Glocal Culture

Local people are experiencing cultural globalization with the spread of
cultural communication and exchange throughout the world. However, cultural
globalization always takes place in local contexts, such as through fashion, music,
dance, film, food, language, and creating cultural hybridity. Cultural hybridity
should not be considered cultural homogenization. Cultural hybridization creates
balance by maintaining local identities in the process of interaction with global
cultures. The impact of globalization is decided by “a matter of the interplay of
an institutional-technological impetus towards ‘globality’ with counterpoised
‘localizing’ forces” (Tomlinson 270; Jang et al. 76).
The term “glocalization” was inspired by the Japanese business field in the
1980s, which meant local adaptations to penetration of global products (Robertson
16). When the term was first used, it mainly meant localized penetration of the
global products in the local market. However, these days, it is more likely to mean
globalization of local materials and contents. Glocalization currently means
globalization of local materials and contents by interplaying regional tendencies
with global political, economic, social, religious, and cultural ethos (Jang and Lee 7;
Barker 77; Mendis 2). In this sense, glocalization can be defined as the intersection
of regional tendencies with global characteristics and by the simultaneity of both
universalizing and particularizing tendencies (Jang and Lee 7). Some scholars
discuss glocalization as a counterproposal of cultural differentiation (Vizureanu
70).
“Glocal culture” has the same characteristics as glocalization, meaning hybridity
of global culture and local cultural characteristics. The specific socio-cultural
characteristics of local society reshape and change global cultural contents,
and produce a new culture, which has both universal and particular cultural
characteristics (Jang and Lee 7). Glocal culture can empower local communities
to make a balance on hybridity of global factors and local characteristics and to
meet community needs (Mendis et al. 2). Glocal culture can, in turn, be consumed
transnationally because of the universal characteristics inherent in hybrid culture.
Then, a new glocal culture can appear in the countries that consume the glocal
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Fig. 1. The Process of the Development of Glocal Culture and Its Transnational Consumption.

Revised from Wonho, Jang and Byungmin Lee (8)

culture. Figure 1 shows the process of the development of glocal culture and its
transnational consumption which leads to the creation of a new glocal culture.

2.

The Glocalization of the Korean Wave (Hallyu)

The Korean Wave can be considered an exemplary case of glocal culture. It
skillfully blends Western and Asian values into cultural products, presenting a
“vision of modernization” and universal values such as pure love and familism in
Korea-specific ways. It can be said that the success of the Korean Wave was the
result of market development by neo-liberal capitalism and of the transnational
cultural traffic including digitalization of new media. However, the specific
characteristics of the Korean Wave need to be explained with a view of the mixture
of global impacts and local contexts, and its transnational consumption. As for
global impacts, Korea experienced a strong U.S. influence when it launched exportoriented industrialization after 1961. It is also true that the Cold War between the
U.S. and the Communist bloc made Korea more dependent on America in politics,
economics, and culture. Japanese culture, an Eastern version of global culture,
flooded into Korea after 1965 when Korea established diplomatic relations with
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Japan. Lastly, since the 1990s, when the Soviet Union and Eastern Europe became
market-oriented societies, Korea actively entered into business in the European
market and in turn received a strong influence from Europe. With these global
impacts, Korean dramas and K-pop have also received heavy influences from the
U.S., Japan, and Europe. Korean pop music has been influenced by American folk
music and hip hop, Japanese enka, and European electronic music.
In addition, an increase in cultural exchanges and international co-productions
of movies and dramas among Asian countries has resulted in both the growth of
Korean cultural industries and cultural exchanges among Asian countries. The
diverse responses to the Korean Wave in Asian countries are related to individual
interactions between Asian people and Koreans in terms of values and experiences.
According to Kim and Bae, the Korean Wave drama fans emphasize the similarities
between the Korean Wave and their own cultures such as politeness and familyorientation. At the same time, some of the fans appreciate the creativity and the
hybridity of the Korean Wave (41).
K-pop is an example of cultural hybridization based on the hybrid style among
western dance music, Korean idol music, and K-pop stars’ attitudes and emotions
in eastern culture (Sooah Kim 56-57). Dong Yeon Lee said that the elements of
fashion, dance, lyrics, and rhythm in K-pop accept and transform contemporary
global trends (cited in Sooah Kim 56-57), while at the same time K-pop reflects
Korean national culture rooted in the expression of Koreanness (Sooah Kim 57).
Korean Wave fans in different regions are “transnational consumers and learners
of popular culture for inter-ethnic cultural understanding” based on their active
consumption and participation in the Korean Wave (Oh 426).
As an exemplary glocal culture, K-pop songs have also been consumed
transnationally since the development of Web 2.0. K-pop fans delivered Korean
Wave contents mostly through YouTube, Facebook, and online fan pages in order
to share the contents without heavy distribution or promotion costs. The number
of fans and of music clip views on YouTube for K-pop idols such as EXO , BTS , and
TWICE has recently increased dramatically all around the world. For example, the
newly-released songs of the three idol groups are all ranked on the Billboard ‘social
50’ chart based on the number of views and mentions on SNS , such as Twitter and
Facebook.
There are several examples of the newly-emerging pop music that has been
developed by the influence of the Korean Wave in the countries importing and
consuming K-pop. This hybridized new pop music can be considered a new
glocal culture. The emergence of other glocal cultures enhanced the chance of
communication and exchange between artists and fans based on similar musical
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tastes. As explained in the process of the development of glocal culture in Figure
1, glocal culture creates another glocal culture in local societies that consume the
foreign glocal culture. The Korean Wave, especially K-pop, has influenced local
music in foreign countries and led them to create new-style music following the
style of K-pop. Furthermore, K-pop in Laos shows a different development of
glocal culture. In Laos, K-pop is consumed through Thai mediators, such as new
media, entertainers, and K-pop fans due to the cultural proximity and geographical
condition. Laos frequently receives the “Thai version of the Korean Wave,” and
it may be more attractive for them than the original version of the Korean Wave
(Sueun Kim 140; Kim and Bae 40).

WEBTOON AS GLOCAL CULTURE

1.

Development of Webtoons in Korea

The webtoon is one of the representative genres of Korean pop culture showing
Korean digital culture, consumed transnationally with the expansion of global
digital networks (Lyou and Lee 567). The term webtoon, a combination of the words
web and cartoon, was coined when Korea created webcomics or manhwa published
online. Webtoons are also known as mobile cartoons, digital comics, web manhwa
in Korean, and keitai manga in Japanese (Lynn 1). Manhwa is a synonym for all
genres of Korean comics published in print and online. The webtoon genre was
first created in Korea as a new manhwa format supported by digital technologies
and the networks of web portal sites and mobile phones (Jin 193). A webtoon is
different from a scanned version of print comics, and it is a new form in global
comics markets where the French and Japanese comics industries are leading.
Korea has produced a variety of webtoons since 2003 that continue to change the
way of reading comics, such as through highlighting images more than texts. The
spread of smart-phones contributed to expanding the platform of the webtoon
industry (Griffith B2).
In the past, Korean manhwa was undervalued due to several reasons, such as
copying Japanese manga and less diverse stories. In the 1980s, the comics market
industry was boosted when comics started to deal with more diverse stories and
social issues such as the Korean democratization movement. However, the Korean
comics industry has declined since 1998 when Japanese manga and popular culture
products were imported and became popular. In order to attract Korean readers’
attention, Korean comics copied the styles of Japanese manga and produced
standardized works. However, Korean comics readers did not consume those
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styles of Korean comics, and the Korean economic recession in 1997 affected the
decline of the Korean comics industry (SJ . Kim 53).
The webtoon industry emerged at the turn of the century as a new genre in
the Korean cultural industry through the increase of web users in the age of the
Internet. Webtoons can be created and shared by anyone, and they do not need
to be trained in advance. They can freely upload webtoon episodes consisting of
stories and graphics on their own blogs. Webtoons were created by amateurs in
1999 as pictorial diaries or visual essays. Webtoons were published online free of
charge because they were not designed to be commercially-oriented.
The increase of digital content consumption in Korea has had a big impact
on fostering webtoon production. As the popularity of webtoons increased,
professional comics artists joined and contributed to the diversity of webtoons.
In the beginning of webtoon production, the main contents of webtoons were
social issues from everyday life, such as poverty, cyber bullying, suicide, youth
unemployment, and domestic violence. Amateurs made episodes found in everyday
life and attracted sympathy from viewers. These works became a new genre called
il-sang-toon meaning webtoons dealing with everyday life stories. The spread of
webtoons contributed to changing negative prejudices against manhwa in print
and to boosting the Korean comics industry.
Webtoon creators, whether or not fully educated to be professional comics artists,
can apply for contests and events organized by webtoon productions. At first, this
kind of unconstrained production system was too innovative and unconvincing
for professional comics artists to accept. Thus, the system was challenged by
professional comics artists in the early spread of webtoons.
Since 2003, the largest portal sites, such as Daum and Naver, have launched
webtoon services and contributed to the increase of webtoon consumption by
enlarging the audience among youth. In addition, the portal websites encouraged
both amateurs and professional comics artists to publish their work regularly. The
contents were also diverse including romantic stories and historical epics, similar to
manhwa in print. These days, the Korean webtoon industry makes profit in variety
of ways. In addition to charging for content, as the views of webtoon titles on the
portal sites have increased, web sites can earn income through advertisements. As
the webtoon fans have increased dramatically, portal sites compete against each
other to secure traffic and to invite webtoon fans in order to increase the number
of portal users. Both Naver and Daum use “a hub-spoke model that reduces costs
for production, distribution, scouting new talent, and diversification of contents”
(WY . Lee).
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Furthermore, the use of smartphones has caused the expansion of the webtoon
market for all ages. As shown Figure 2, the Korean webtoon market has been
growing consistently, and reached 357 billion Korean won in 2016.

Fig. 2. Korea’s Webtoon Market Size. From Hong, Joo-Hee and Eun-Soo Jin,

“Webtoons aim to draw in more overseas readers”

The success of webtoons also promotes the production of Korean cultural
products through a one-source-multi-use (OSMU ) strategy. The business model
of production and distribution has benefited from intense domestic competition,
leading to constant innovations in OSMU , incorporation of digital and mobile
technologies with low cost and risk incubation of new artists, free market-testing,
and dispersed risk. Highly-rated webtoon works are recreated in diverse genres,
such as film, drama, musicals, online games, and earn profits from signing a
contract for publication rights. These OSMU webtoon products are currently
“valued at around 420 billion won ($368 million) and is expected more than double
at 880 billion won by 2018” (WY . Lee).
In order to promote OSMU benefits in Korean cultural industries, the Korean
government has provided an indirect support for the webtoon industry and
webtoon artists in Korea. Those support includes provision of public subsidy
and investment programs, abolition of unnecessary regulations, and provision
of translating service for foreign webtoon markets. In addition, the government
established a policy for reducing pirate or illegal websites from 10% of total market
in 2013 to 5% of the market by 2018 (Lynn 10).
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The Characteristics and Elements of Webtoons

Figure 3 shows the characteristics of webtoons and elements of creating webtoons
on an interactive platform. Most webtoons consist of a long-strip format for scrolldown viewing on a webpage or mobile application. The format of vertical scrolling
and presenting sequence helps webtoon readers to understand the storyline quickly
and has a feel similar to watching a short movie. Nonlinear storytelling invites
viewers to share their opinion with webtoon creators through text messages. Many
webtoon creators have recently used digital techniques, such as flash animation and
video/sound effects. These functions of sound and interactive motion stimulate
webtoon readers’ senses and develop their storytelling skills.

Fig. 3. The Format and Function of Webtoon Creation
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Webtoon creators have been creating their works based on digital technology
by using new expression tools, such as moving image and sound, and visualization
of texts in webtoons. Korean webtoons came to be identified as a new multimedia
type helping readers to read quickly and understand meanings easily. As shown
in Figure 4, webtoon formats are clearly different from original comics manhwa
or other foreign comics with four cuts (or more). In addition, the format and
functions of Korean webtoons lead the readers to follow the quick development of
the storyline and enjoy visual images. The new style of webtoon reading is clearly
different from that of reading printed comics images and texts carefully.
Figure 4 shows the format of vertical scrolling shown in Korean webtoons. One
vertical scrolling of the webtoon on the left is composed of three cuts of the printed
comics on the right. In this way, the readers can understand the storyline of the
image similar to watching a movie. In short, webtoons are more image-oriented
like movies while the printed comic books are text-oriented like novels.
In addition to the technical characteristics, webtoons demonstrate interactive
creation among producers and consumers. The emergence of a global network
society and its socio-cultural consequences such as individual empowerment,

Figure 4. The Example of Vertical Scrolling and Presenting Sequence of Webtoon.

Retrieved from Back, Eun-ji (89).
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collective intelligence, and two-way communications create conditions for the
interactive creation of webtoons. According to Leadbeater, individuals freely
participate in sharing, creating and collaboratively developing ideas in the age of
web 2.0 and achieve collective intelligence (cited in Pham 39). The examples of
interactive creation in webtoons are shown in reply function and viewers’ active
participation on the webtoon platforms. Webtoons are spread through open
platforms where creators, producers, and users can all participate in the process
of content creation. Webtoon readers are asked to reply at the end of episodes,
and viewers freely express their feelings. Webtoon creators can read replies quickly
and reflect them in next episodes. Some webtoon creators confess that they make
revisions and develop ideas based on webtoon replies. In this way, the ecology of
webtoons enables both creators and readers to communicate and develop ideas
together.

3.

Webtoons as a New Glocal Culture of the Korean Wave

Korean webtoons follow the processes of the development and transnational
consumption of the glocal culture. As described in Figure 1 above, the glocal culture
emerged in the process where local society accepted globalization and created a
new culture based on the original local culture. Then, the glocal culture is delivered
to other local societies, having an impact on the receivers of the glocal culture to
appreciate and create a new culture based on their own cultural tastes.
The Korean manhwa was first influenced by the styles of foreign comics with
globally popular contents. Then, Korean webtoons, the first genre of providing
comics through portal websites and mobile applications in the world, emerged in
the context of the socio-cultural characteristics of Korea. The broadband diffusion
rate of Korea is ranked among the highest in the world, and fast Internet speed
and mobile technologies allow Korean Internet users to consume and easily share
contents with others. The highly developed digital environment builds “a central hub
for inflow and distribution of webtoons content, the site of revenue generation, and
incubation of further content” (Lynn 4). In addition, digital users consume cultural
contents online within 10-20 minutes, regardless of genre, like a film or novel. In
Korea, the number of Internet, digital, and mobile users has dramatically increased
with the fast development of the IT industry, and they enjoy short segments and
even create digital contents in bite-sized pieces. The term “snack culture” refers to
the cultural behaviors of “consuming information and cultural contents in a short
time rather than engaging in deep reading,” and this snack culture has been the
representative cultural scene of Korea (Chung). A genre of webtoon was able to be
developed by online Korean users, both creators and fans, with the boom of snack
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culture in Korea. In other words, the global cultural content, comics in print, was
recreated by Korea’s local strengths (IT industry) and by Korean local consumption
culture (heavy use of digital and mobile service with snack culture).
The next step is the spread of glocal culture, webtoons in this context, to other
societies. Although the Korean webtoon is still at the beginning stage it is a highly
potential digital content in the global comics market. The Korean comics industry
has exported webtoons to foreign comic markets, such as France, Japan, and
Southeast Asia countries. At first, the webtoon was not easily accepted by foreigners
used to consuming comics by reading a book or magazine, such as Japanese manga.
Nonetheless, the number of webtoon viewers in the world is visibly increasing. As
shown in Figure 5, CNN introduced the growth of the webtoon market in the world.
Popular Korean webtoons are now being offered on the Internet and mobile
platforms in local languages in many countries. Since July 2014, Naver has offered
Korean webtoons to 18 million global readers. At first, Naver provided webtoons
only in English, but recently it has provided webtoons in a variety of languages such
as Chinese, Taiwanese, Thai, and Indonesian. Kakao’s Daum Webtoon launched
its global service earlier than Naver, in January 2014 through the US -based Tapas
Media. Daum offers Korean webtoons in English and Chinese (Lynn 4-5).

Fig. 5. The Potential of Webtoons on CNN . From CNN. “South Korean Webtoons Craze Goes Global”
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As seen Table 1, the global market size of printed cartoon comics is estimated
at USD 58.65 million, and that of webtoons is about USD 7.07 million in 2017.
However, the global market size of printed cartoon comics keeps decreasing while
the global webtoon market is sharply increasing. The global market size of digital
comics, such as scanned comics, is also increasing. Asian countries occupy the 45%
of the webtoon market in the world, and among them, Japan consumes the most
webtoons (Mang).
Table 1. Global Market Sizes of Printed Cartoons and Webtoons (Unit: Million US Dollars)
Year/
Market
Size

2011

2012

2013

2014

2015

2016

2017

2018

2019

Printed
Cartoon

72.01

71.08

64.79

63.51

61.97

60.36

58.65

56.87

54.97

Webtoon

3.30

4.26

4.57

5.38

5.91

6.47

7.07

7.71

8.40

Source: Mang, Ha Kyung, “Webtoon Hallyu will win over global comics market.”

The third step is creation of the new glocal culture in local societies. With the
popularity of Korean webtoons, some foreign countries, such as France, Japan,
Vietnam, and Indonesia, have introduced the Korean webtoon model in their
comics industry, creating similar and/or new styles of webtoons.
As webtoons became more familiar and received favorably in France, a new
comic company called “Delitoon” was built in France in 2009 under the influence
of Korean webtoons. In the beginning, the main genre of Delitoon was scanned
comic book rather than pure webtoons. However, with the increasing popularity of
Korean webtoons, actual webtoon-style comics have been developed by Delitoon,
called the “French webtoon.” Since 2015, the Delitoon company has provided 40
Korean webtoons in total and three webtoons created by local webtoon creators
(MH . Kim).
In Japan, NHK Entertainment and Lezin Entertainment, the main providers
of Korean webtoons since 2013, are now producing localized webtoons created
by local webtoon creators. Some of the popular localized webtoons in Japan were
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reproduced either as a book or animation and then sold to other countries. For
instance, the webtoon titled “Re-life” created by Japanese creator, Yayoi Soyou, has
been very popular in Japan and was reproduced as a TV animation. Recently, “Relife” was introduced to Korea and France (Hong).
Webtoons are creatively recreated by local artists in Southeast Asian countries
as well. This is mainly due to the policies of the major webtoon providers in
Korea, Naver and Daum, not only introducing Korean webtoons but providing
opportunities for local creators to become webtoon artists through contests and
education. For example, Naver’s “LINE Webtoon” holds contests to cultivate local
webtoon creators, such as “Challenge League and Super Hero Contest” in Indonesia.
Chosen local creators can upload their works to the LINE Webtoon, and some of
the works have received high popularity, and are even reproduced as a movie or a
game.
Other than Naver and Daum, Toomics, a medium-sized Korean webtoon
company, has built a partnership with local platforms in Southeast Asian countries.
In addition, Korean webtoon artists have built their own studios and uploaded their
webtoons to local platforms (JY . Kim). By doing so, the Korean webtoon companies,
regardless of size, are building a webtoon industry ecology in the world.
In this way, Korean webtoons are consumed transnationally, and Korean
webtoon companies have used the strategies of localization in foreign countries,
cultivating local societies to create new types of webtoons. This shows a clear
example of transnational consumption and re-creation of glocal culture.
The growth potential of webtoons can be immeasurable in light of global digital
systems and the participatory culture of global webtoon fans (Pham 67-69). Korean
webtoons have spread with the debut of portal sites and Korean mobile suppliers
in foreign countries. Webtoon fans online have contributed to introducing popular
Korea webtoons to the local comics audiences. Webtoons were offered free to
Internet users in Korea at the beginning, and this was one of the important causes
for the rapid spread of webtoons. Korean webtoons became very popular on the
channels of social network services and mobile applications in foreign countries
that have received Korean dramas and K-pop for a long time. It should be noted
that foreign webtoon fans actively participated in translating and sharing webtoons
with other fans even before Korean webtoon suppliers officially provided webtoon
services in foreign comics markets.
Webtoon fans not only consume webtoon contents but also promote and create
derivatives, similar to the way K-pop fans do. The derivatives are the works of
fan-art, fan-toons, and fan-fic where fans recreate the characters and stories of
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original webtoon titles. In doing so, webtoon fans feel a sense of accomplishment
and share those derivatives through online communities and on SNS in order to
communicate with other webtoon fans. Interestingly, there is the type of webtoon
reader who consumes derivative works more than the original webtoon. The
popularity of derivatives is result of the interactive means of webtoon consumption,
with fans both producing and consuming contents. Tech-savvy webtoon fans also
add subtitles and captions to their favorite webtoon titles and deliver them to other
online communities. These fans are able to build transnational communities based
on shared cultural tastes and global networks. Transnational cultural communities
consist of people who share cultural identities and tastes beyond national
boundaries. For instance, the fan group of the famous Korean webtoon “Tower
of God” has generated “timely, efficient and emotionally appealing translations”
by not only producing the secondary creations and subtitles but also sharing the
interpretations on the webtoon and even the fans’ daily life stories with other fans
(Cho and Cho 248-250). These types of fan activities encouraged the sense of fan
community and the two-way communications that can be easily built online and
mobile environment.

CONCLUSION

This research points out that the Korean Wave shows an ongoing process of
hybridization by incorporating local cultures. The paper has described the global
impacts of the Korean Wave, Korea-specific socio-cultural characteristics that have
produced the unique style of the Korean Wave under the mixture of global impacts.
The globally-competitive Korean media industries supported by transnational
networks enabled the Korean Wave to spread among inter-regional markets. The
participatory culture of the Korean Wave fans should be highlighted in the process
of glocalization.
The glocalizing dynamics of the Korean Wave can be seen in the process of
consumption in foreign countries that consume the Korean Wave and in their
creation of new pop cultures. Like K-pop, the characteristics of webtoons are in
accord with the concept of glocalization that empowers local communities to
balance the hybridity of global factors and local characteristics. The development of
digital culture in Korea contributed to hybridizing and recreating the form of global
cartoons into webtoons, a new genre of digital content. The themes of webtoons
can be diverse and full of creative ideas. Since the webtoons as glocal culture have
been shared through global portal sites and communication networks, webtoons
are transnationally consumed. A variety of webtoon fans and fan communities is
contributing to spreading popular webtoons by creating derivatives of webtoons
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and by providing subtitles. The initial appearance of webtoons in global cartoon
markets was too innovative to change the ways of cartoon reading. However, with
the growth of digitalization in platform and content production, webtoons were
able to become rooted as a new genre of cartoons in many countries such as France
and Japan. The production system of webtoons has been exported to foreign
countries, and those countries can create new styles of webtoons.
With the increased exports of Korean webtoons and co-production with other
local industries, this research anticipates that the familiarity and favorability
of Korean webtoons have an impact on cultivating local webtoon artists. It is
expected that local webtoon artists cooperate with Korean webtoon artists by
sharing storytelling resources and techniques. In this way, Korean webtoons can
build a bridge of sharing stories and feelings among webtoon artist from different
countries, fostering cultural communications among webtoon industries and
webtoon fans in the world.
Lastly, it is anticipated that webtoons can become representative contents of the
Korean Wave and that the current webtoon fandom can build transnational cultural
communities. Korean webtoons can also promote mutual understanding between
Korea and the recipients of the Korean webtoons, especially among youth who
mainly communicate through the Internet and mobile networks. Transnational
cultural communities based on mutual understanding and cultural cooperation
should be an ultimate goal of the glocalization of the Korean Wave rather than its
economic effects.
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